
Ho-Chunk Interpretive Project 2021-22 

The Friends of Capital Springs Recreation Area (FOCSRA) has joined with 5 other partners to plan an 
interpretive project with voices of the Ho-Chunk for Lunney Lake Farm Park and other parts of the 
Capital Springs Recreation Area. (CSRA). 

Funding for planning the project in 2021 was provided by a Wisconsin Humanities Council Mini-Grant, 
with matching funds from FOCSRA and DC Historical Society. Four initial planning sessions took place 
in the summer of 2021. Danielle Benden, of Driftless Pathways, LLC facilitated the meetings. 

Following you will find a few pages from the final report of the planning process. If anyone is interested 
in the whole report, we would be happy to send it to you electronically. Of special interest may be the 
Appendix pages which outline ideas for possible interpretive ideas and methods. We are continuing our 
planning in 2022 with the continued help of Danielle Benden of Driftless Pathways and funded by some 
of the partner organizations. 

The partners include the following organizations. Recently 
we have also added DNR because of their ownership of 
part of CSRA and their interest. 

Land Acknowledgement (developed by the partners for this project) 

We acknowledge and honor the inherent sovereignty of the Ho-Chunk Nation and all eleven American 
Indian Nations of Wisconsin. The land we are on is ancestral Ho-Chunk land from which they were 
forcefully removed. 

We are committed to cultivating and maintaining an ongoing collaboration and partnership with the Ho-
Chunk people. 

More over, we recognize and acknowledge that we merely occupy the land as stewards, holding it in 
sacred trust so that we can pass it on to future generations. 
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CSRA Interpretive Planning

Interpretive Content Themes and Main Ideas for Further Exploration
Throughout the planning sessions, project partners consistently returned to discussions about key ideas 
for further exploration as the development of interpretive content for CSRA unfolds. The Ho-Chunk Nation 
of Wisconsin would like dedicated spaces within the park to create opportunities for tribal members and 
constituents in Dane County and the Madison area to reconnect to the natural world. Other interpretive 
content ideas are summarized in the graphic above (Figure 13).

Footprints from 10,000 years to present – people, plants, and 
animals through time.

Native people successfully adapted to survive and thrive 
since the last glacial retreat to the present time.

We are all part of nature, not apart from it. 
Interconnectedness.

Food is gift; spiritual; connected to surroundings in 
woodlands, prairies, lake marshes still around us today.

Seasonality, biodiversity. Different ecotone areas and what 
they provided (and still provide) for people and wildlife.

The importance of language. Future projects should 
incorporate the Ho-Chunk language as often as possible.

The value of stories. How do we tell these stories (words, 
sensory experiences)?

Water in all its forms. Creeks, lakes, streams, springs. 
Watershed partnerships upstream and downstream.

The “Park is not just a piece of land.” It is a place where all 
people can connect with the natural world. 

Provide sensory experiences that connect visitors to things 
that are no longer visible (e.g., wigwams, cooking pits).

Sustainability. Preservation of the cultural landscape for 
future generations.

INTERPRETIVE
THEMES TO 
EXPLORE
IN FUTURE 
PLANNING 
SESSIONS

Figure 13.  Interpretive themes worthy of further exploration.
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NEXT STEPS
Moving forward, the project partners have agreed to meet quarterly, signaling a commitment to 
maintaining the relationship they have formed during the four initial planning sessions. Future planning 
efforts will build upon the ideas established during the initial planning sessions. Prioritized goals and 
objectives with specific benchmarks for completion will be established. 

While it may take several years to finalize a larger interpretive plan for CSRA, there are smaller components 
that the partners may consider in the near term that fit within the shared vision and guiding principles they 
established during the initial planning sessions. For example, FOCSRA intends to coordinate directly with 
the Ho-Chunk Nation on events and outreach projects of mutual interest which may include producing 
educational videos with Ho-Chunk voices and storytelling; creating a map that shows Ho-Chunk ancestral 
homeland within the heart of CSRA; adding signs identifying the traditional Ho-Chunk names and 
traditional uses of plant throughout CSRA; and hosting Ho-Chunk programs like the Snowsnake Event, a 
traditional Ho-Chunk winter pastime.

The Lussier Family Heritage Center and Dane County Parks may work directly with the Ho-Chunk Nation 
to develop curriculum, youth programming, and adult half-day tours focusing on celebrating the deep 
connections that the Ho-Chunk people have to this place. Dane County Parks personnel will work with the 
Ho-Chunk Nation to provide space for tribal events as desired. Dane County Historical Society would like 
to create an interpretive exhibit about Teejopera (the Four Lakes Region) with an emphasis on how Lunney 
Lake Farm Park sits at the region’s epicenter.

Madison Metropolitan Sewerage District (MMSD) would like to collaborate with the Ho-Chunk Nation of 
Wisconsin to understand more about the cultural significance of the land that the district is on and how 
that significance can inform MMSD’s outreach, programming, and stewardship of the land and water. The 
district would also like to go beyond just a “land acknowledgement”, and work toward tangible outcomes 
and mutual benefits.

All project partners will continue to promote their collaborative efforts through social media posts, 
websites, and publicity as appropriate. Partners will seek support from their governing boards to adopt 
the Land Acknowledgment language. Once final approval is obtained, Land Acknowledgment signs can be 
created and installed across Dane County Parks and all project partners can use them in their 
promotional/educational materials. 

As a next step, project partners should codify their working relationship in a Memorandum of Agreement.

Future Partnerships, Input, and Funding
Further exploration and development of the larger interpretive framework for CSRA should engage others 
within the established project partner organizations and the public. Outer tier partners and experts should 
be identified and called upon when necessary2. The project partners recognize that planning efforts for 
large-scale undertakings like this one takes time and financial resources to be effective and requires public 
input. They are committed to fostering their shared vision of preserving and protecting the natural and 
cultural landscape within CSRA; collaborating on mutually beneficial projects; and enhancing the visitor 
experience.

2  A list of potential outer tier partners can be found in the Report Appendix. 
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APPENDIX B

Interpretive Delivery Methods: Ideas to Explore in Future Planning Efforts
• Art installation(s) from HCN artists, perhaps connected to words or not 
• Provide quiet stops employing different sensory experiences | nature | imagining life here at other 

times, both in terms of season and depth of time (one hundred or thousands of years ago)
• Structure(s) that visitors experience/interact with – canoe, lodge or firepit for cooking?
• Tour-Mate System Box for audio at Lower Yahara River Trail
• Outdoor interpretive signs with images and text
• Hands on interactives (e.g., signs with flip-up panels, sliding or turning panels)
• Virtual land simulation – check out device at Heritage Center to use at site to see what life might have 

been like on the land (virtual/augmented reality)
• Phone app that allows visitors to interact with the land (audio/video/text)
• A “non-smart-phone” experience? Or, this could be a multi-level experience (both through technology 

and with non-technological means) – layered storytelling. 
• Create curriculum to educate school/youth groups on the interpretive content listed previously - with a 

strong emphasis on “Footprints 10,000 years to present”. 
• Three-dimensional maps/models showing the Four Lakes region, prehistoric and current day.

Another idea posed by FOCSRA Naturalist Clare Carlson is to make a memory map that places CSRA 
within the greater Teejopeja area that is meant to both educate and to connect us.

Heart of Teejopeja Trail
(or other name that shows centrality of the area to people through time)

 
WHAT: self-guiding trail with stops for learning about traditional uses, spirituality, and nature of this area 
throughout time as an ancestral Ho-Chunk Teejopeja camp.
 
TOOL: Use a memory map of the project area, (perhaps a bit more focused on Lunney Lake Farm so folks 
can see walking area?) but with important larger Teejopeja connections.
 
TOOL:  Use interesting installments at each stop that feature important components of the heart 
as to why people came specifically here for thousands of years.  Use a combination of paper booklet (briefer 
explanation to read while on the trail) that teaches about each component and some components with 
linking online videos for a richer dialogue. Perhaps using only Ho-Chunk voices?

CSRA Interpretive Planning
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APPENDIX B continued

Installment Ideas & Component it represents

Installment: Model of traditional fire pit and/or camp
Component: The land is a critical component to the heart of Teejopeja.  It is where people reached high 
ground on lakeshore oak knolls.  It is where people got out of the water to camp, sleep, rest, cook, eat, dry 
off, weave, enjoy breezes from lake/marsh to push away mosquitoes - for thousands of years. 

Installment: Night sky visual sensory stop in open-sky area
Component: To explain sky meaning and spirituality, mound shapes and meanings within Teejopeja.  What 
does sky mean to you today?

Installment: Prairie art piece
Component: prairie and oak savannah is unique habitat to southern WI -explain the importance of prairie 
fire to indigenous people, method still used today – traditional use/modern use of prairie

Installment: Oak tree label, woodland flora and prairie labels, rice plant labels throughout 
heart of Teejopeja trail “traditional knowledge stops”
Component: Reflect seasonal foods foraged here – abundance with marsh-lake, prairie, oak woodlands, 
and indigenous agriculture - plant labels could have photos, names in two languages, botanical name, and 
traditional uses and spiritual meaning

Installment: Spear tip replicas through time
Component: What game was hunted here through time?  How did hunting change? 

Installment: Marsh-lake listening sensory stop
Component: In winter and fall, listen to wind. Think about how it would blow across expansive marsh 
and connected lakes.  Are you protected or exposed? In spring and summer, listen for frogs, birds, insects.  
Many are same species that are here today and are part of rich biodiversity of area after climate warmed 
and after Glacial Lake Yahara receded.

Installment: Model canoe
Component: Hoocak name of Lake Waubesa, lake of large reeds, and interconnection to Four-lake village 
called Teejopeja.  Explain location of villages and how/when people moved from villages to camp areas 
such as the one here. What else was lake used for?

Installment:  Sensory-based?
Component:  About being here and connected. The earth is brother, sister, and grandmother.  The earth is 
land, water, plants, critters, sky, weather, and the people who have walked this land and those who walk it 
today (you and me).

CSRA Interpretive Planning
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Dug-out Canoe Welcome Event Agenda 

I. Tuesday, June 21, 1 – ~3pm at William G. Lunney Lake Farm County Park, 4330 Libby Road, Madison, 
53711, shelter 2  

II. Order of Events  
a) Pier will have a flag of the Ho-Chunk Nation 

b) Meet at the pier at lake edge to watch canoe arrive 

c) Let attendees chat and hear from Bill Q and other 
canoeists 

d) Speeches  

e) Serve lunch  

f) Shelley Thundercloud’s Youth have an opportunity ride 
or sit in canoe (Bill Q will lead).  

III. Guest speakers list 
a) Bill Quackenbush is the MC and educator about the canoe journey 

b) Joe Parisi, Dane County Executive 

c) Bill Lunney, Friends of Capital Springs Recreation Area, 
Foundation for Dane County Parks 

d) Chris James, Dane County Land & Water Resources Department, 
Dane County Parks 

e) Clare Carlson, 
Naturalist, FOCSRA 

IV. Meal & shelter setup 
a) Catering  Ancestral Food from Wild Bearies, Inc. in 

Tomah 

b) Drumming and singing by Madtown Singers 

V. Public Relations 
a) Media documentation of Welcome event 

i) Purple Onion, working with WI Historical Society and James Skibo, State Archaeologist, to 
record the event 

ii) Discover Wisconsin working with Casey Brown, Ho-Chunk 

iii) DCP invites photographers for the event 



Friends of Capital Springs Recreation Area 2022  
Educational Events 
  

MASTER NATURALIST SUMMARY 
• April 2022 
• Summary of approach and activities – Created course focused on connecting MN students with hands-on park 

nature experiences and interactions with field experts -  incorporated park partners (DCP, MMSD), UW-
Madison, Ho-Chunk Nation and others to bring this approach to fruition.  

• Highlights 
o Capital Springs Recreation Area was an ideal location for the training: wetlands, prairies, woods with 

variety of plants and wildlife 
o Access to a number of highly qualified speakers from UW Madison, Arboretum and Dane County, Bill 

Quakenbush provided invaluable presentation about Native Americans  
o Post course survey demonstrated acquisition of knowledge, confidence and motivation to participate in 

accessing and volunteering  
 

COMMUNITY SCIENCE & EDUCATIONAL OUTREACH PROGRAMMING  
• Bumble Bee Area Surveys 

o Three times per month, we conduct bumble bee surveys with volunteers at different locations throughout 
Capital Springs Recreation Area (CSRA). The data is reported to the DNR’s Bumble Bee Brigade survey 
program support Wisconsin pollinator conservation and habitat restoration. 

o Ten species have been found within CSRA from these surveys, including endangered Rusty patched 
Bumble Bee.  This work helps us select bee-favored native plants in the prairie restoration and pollinator 
demonstration gardens at the Lussier Family Heritage Center, We work in cooperation with DCP, Lussier 
Family Heritage Center, and Madison Area Master Gardeners Association.   

o We co-hosted DNR and UW Arboretum’s Bumble Bee Brigade training last month.  
o We’ve developed pollinator and plant guides for the public to learn the names of the pollinators 

(including common bumble bees) and to consider growing these important native plants at home.  
• Water Monitoring on Nine Springs Creek  

Volunteers monitor two locations on Nine Springs Creek, collecting water samples, measuring, dissolved 
oxygen, and other data.  We’ve monitored for over ten years.  

• American Kestrel Box Monitoring  
We monitor three Kestrel boxes within CSRA trough the Madison Audubon Society and the American Kestrel 
Partnership.   

• INaturalist Capital Springs Recreation Area Project  
o A Master Naturalist graduate created a CSRA project within INaturalist in order that all reported plant and 

wildlife sightings are documented within the CSRA and its individual park units.  With the project, we have 
a record of flora and fauna at the park.  The 2018 BioBlitz data (event hosted by Milwaukee Public 
Museum) is also entered into the project.   

o We plan to host a virtual event in early spring of 2023 to teach community science volunteers how to use 
this technology to help us populate a list of park spring ephemerals in April – June 2023. 

• Monarch Monitoring in 2023 
Two Master Naturalist graduates would like to set up a monitoring program as Capital Springs Recreation Area 
is designated a Monarch Waystation. I’m helping them identify all plants in the chosen prairie and to promote 
project. 

• Bat House Complexes 
Two new complexes. Bat monitoring program through DNR in 2023. 

• Odonata Presentation 
 8/18; 1:30 – 4pm, LFHC & LLFCP – Master Naturalist graduate Bob Honig will present slides and information 
about Wisconsin dragonflies and damselflies.  The presentation will be followed by a catch-and-release odonata 
walk at the pond at LLFCP.   

• Other Educational Activities: 
o Conduct monthly nature and bird walks.  
o Help lead Junior Naturalist program in prairie and woodland curriculum, many scout groups, Eagle Scout 

projects, and other youth throughout the spring and summer. 
o Conducting a 2022 William G. Lunney Lake Farm County Park 2022 bird count. 
o Developed a nature, recreational and cultural week of activities for Ho-Chunk Nation youth in June with 

Shelley Thundercloud, Center Director Ho-Chunk Youth Services. 
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	Interpretive Planning Session #1
	Capital Springs Recreation Area
	Notes | June 30th, 2021 | 11:30am-3:30pm
	Lussier Family Heritage Center, Heritage Room
	1. Introductions (11:30-Noon)
	Bill L. read the following land acknowledgement: The Friends of Capital Springs Recreation Area acknowledges and honors the inherent sovereignty of the Ho-Chunk Nation of Wisconsin and all eleven American Indian Nations of Wisconsin. The land we are o...
	Introductions:
	 Danielle Benden: Ms. Benden is the owner of Driftless Pathways, LLC a small consulting firm. She works with small museums and historical societies on design/redesign of collections storage facilities, creation of interpretive exhibits, and facilitat...
	 Rick Bernstein: Mr. Bernstein is the Administrator for Dane County Historical Society. He recently retired from the Wisconsin Historical Society, where he worked for thirty years as both a Historic Preservationist and Public Historian for the state ...
	 Starr Bailey: Ms. Bailey is an intern with Dane County Parks. She is a sophomore at UW-Oshkosh, majoring in biology.
	 Bill Quackenbush.: Mr. Quackenbush is a Ho-Chunk Nation Tribal member. He has worked with its Preservation Department for over two decades. He described the importance of protecting and preserving cultural heritage and resources.
	 Chris James: Mr. James is a Senior Landscape Architect with Dane County Parks and oversees planning and development. He served as the project manager and Ho-Chunk Nation contact for multiple archaeological surveys prepared through the Section 106 pr...
	 Susan Sandford: Ms. Sandford is the Strategic Engagement Coordinator for the Dane County Land and Water Resources Department. She is interested in how this project and others can improve signage and the recognition of history on park land.
	 Judie Pfeifer: Ms. Pfeifer is Treasurer of the Friends of Capital Springs Recreation Area and Co-founder and Secretary of the Foundation for Dane County Parks. She described her passion for the Parks.
	 Ann Marie Lunney: Ms. Lunney is a student at UW-Madison, majoring in International Studies and minoring in Environmental Studies. She is an intern for the Foundation for Dane County Parks. She will serve as meeting notetaker.
	 Michael Mucha: Mr. Mucha is Chief Engineer and Executive Director for the Madison Metropolitan Sewerage District. He described how water is a forever resource and how the relationships established here will endure long after anybody here is gone. He...
	 Bill Lunney: Mr. Lunney co-founded five organizations (including Foundation for Dane County Parks and Friends of Capital Springs Recreation Area). He has chaired and served on several boards. He stated his belief that this project will be a landmark...
	 Clare Carlson: Ms. Carlson has been the Naturalist for the Friends of Capital Springs Recreation Area since 2016. Her primary responsibilities are to organize and lead outreach programming in the areas of environmental education, citizen science, an...
	After introductions, Ms. Benden provided an overview of her role as facilitator, as well as the meeting objectives, ground rules, and agenda. She stated that her role as a facilitator is to set a positive tone, focus the discussion and reorient if the...
	Ms. Benden identified three items that are crucial to successfully preparing the interpretive plans: to identify the key concepts and stories that the group would like to communicate to the public; how to tell these stories; and for whom (who’s the au...
	She also reviewed the ground rules: mutual respect, there are no stupid questions or bad ideas, it’s okay to respectfully disagree, and off-topic comments will be “parked” and returned to as appropriate.
	2. Lunch and Informal Discussion (Noon-12:30)
	3. Short Presentations (12:30-2pm)
	a. Friends of Capital Springs (Clare, Bill L., Judie)

	Judie: The Friends of Capital Springs has existed for 17 years.
	 Mission: To assist Dane County Parks and DNR in the mutually beneficial planning and implementation of the Capital Springs Master Plan.
	o Specific Purpose: To support, assist, and prompt the DNR and Dane County Parks with interpretive, scientific, historical, educational, and related visitor services at Capital Springs.
	o Our Work: Connecting people, partners, and programs with the park’s past, present, and future.
	o People: Clare’s position as naturalist is funded by the Madison Sewerage District. She recruits and trains over 1,000 volunteers.
	 Strategic initiatives:
	o Strengthen government and policy structure (need more help -- expand).
	o Diversify and strengthen Friends of Capital Springs (FOCSRA) revenue stream (creating a membership structure).
	o Improve user experiences and engagement.
	o Identify partner interests and opportunities for collaboration (DNR, Lussier Family Heritage Center, Dane County, Metropolitan Sewerage District, Autobahn, Master Gardner’s Program, etc.)
	o Prioritize infrastructure improvements (Create trail connector to the Lunney Lake Farm Park)
	o Prioritize program offerings and target audiences.
	 Capital Springs: ½ of this park is owned by Dane County, ½ by DNR
	o Approximately 2500 acres (½ is wetlands/water); Lunney Lake Farm is 325 acres. Stretches from Lake Waubesa to Fish Hatchery Road
	o Habitats and natural resources include: Lake Waubesa, Prairie (ongoing restoration projects), Pond/wetland (ongoing restoration projects), Lower Yahara River Trail, Capital City State Trail, Ski trails, Gilman Mounds kiosk and oak woodlands, Madison...
	 Project Vision
	o PRIME: Respect natural habitats and sacred places
	o Provide accurate and inclusive information with the Ho-Chunk Nation voice
	o Accessible to as many people as feasible (without harming land)
	o Interactive interpretation (interesting and educational)
	o Project leads to community outreach programming (e.g., interpretive walks, stewardship, new events, working w/ underrepresented groups
	o Result in signage that indicates the park occupies ancestral Ho-Chunk land (land acknowledgment).
	 Friends of Capital Springs -outreach projects: (Clare) Harvest Moon Festival (which includes environmental education exhibitors such as Red-tailed Hawks, furbearing, etc.) -- main fundraising event; BioBlitz with Milwaukee Public Museum; bird and na...
	o Working with Centro Hispano, private businesses, Girl Scouts, Milwaukee Public Museum, Master Gardeners board, DNR, Citizen Science, etc.
	b. Dane County Parks (Chris)

	 History: (Chris) Long history of this region starting thousands of years ago with the first inhabitants. In 2000, DCP partnered with the DNR, City of Madison, Monona, etc. to frame a vision for this corridor (nine springs e-way and Cap Springs Area)
	o The resources that attracted the original people to this area attract people today as well.
	o Original 1969 grant (Phil Lewis) to survey this land led to the E-way model (the keys to the e-way = water, wetlands, and steep topography). This led to the creation of the Nine Springs E-way (the springs serve as the lifeblood to this ecosystem)
	 Lower Yahara River Trail project made it apparent how significant this area is especially to the indigenous peoples of this region (e.g., mound sites); important to respect and preserve these sacred spaces and cultural features (avoid moving or dist...
	 Project vision: to create signage/recognition of natural and cultural resources for the parks, especially the Lower Yahara River Trail.
	c. Ho-Chunk Nation (Bill Q.)

	 Ancestral footprint of the Ho-Chunk: (Bill Q.) Territory from St. Louis to Des Moines to Green Bay to St. Paul to Chicago. Tejop (“Four Lakes”, modern Madison) was a council area for meetings. There are also shared stories with other indigenous trib...
	o Bill demonstrates the length of history using a long rope to represent a timeline and describes some Ho-Chunk oral traditions (e.g., formation of the Wisconsin River).
	 The effigy mounds of Madison we know of today were built starting at 300 BC until 1300 AD
	 Oral history story: Ice in the Earth dammed the Mississippi River to cause the Wisconsin River to flow backwards and form lakes in the Madison/South central WI area.
	 Describes how the oral history of the Ho-Chunk has science backing it up and can give insight into otherwise unexplained geological occurrences.
	 Considerations:
	o Green Corn Dance -- dinner, dance, etc. (looking for a place to hold event)
	o Importance of knowing how to use natural resources -- many children don’t learn many of these skills anymore
	o The importance of preserving cultural sites -- and that we can do much better than we are.
	 Often, there is no long-term planning or funding; vital to strengthen the funding process and relationship so that collaboration continues even when funding is limited
	o There are 12 clans of the Ho-Chunk Nation, connect to modern society (e.g., Bear Clan and the Police Force)
	 Opportunity to have Ho-Chunk Nation members come in and speak
	d. Dane County Historical Society (Rick)

	 History of DCHS: (Rick)
	o 1960 -- J.W. Clark suggested that there should be a County Historical Society.
	o In 1961, a core group of the Madison City Farmers founded the Historical Society.
	o By 1968, DCHS partnered with Madison Public Library to establish a County Historical Archive.
	o By 2002, DCHS raised about 100,000. Used half to buy into the Lussier Family Heritage Center as a location for the Historical Archive. DCHS currently occupies offices in the lower level of the Lussier Family Heritage Center.
	 Major Accomplishments:
	o County-wide marker system reaching just about every town and city in the county.
	o In 2000, DCHS published a book on the history of Dane County.
	o In 1998, they put together a booklet ‘Back to Beginnings, The Early Days of Dane County’ (illustrated history)
	 A publication like this might be a good idea for this project.
	o Other materials about the history of the area (e.g., oral histories from farmers and landowners)
	o Currently trying to digitize the Dane County Historical Society collection, (including drawings of architecture in the region)
	o Rick mentioned that the DCHS annual meeting will take place on September 28th. Danielle is the speaker, and she will provide an overview of this interpretive planning project. All are welcome to attend.
	e. Short Discussion of Presentations:

	Q: (Bill L.) How do you decide what can and can’t fit in the historical archive?
	A: (Rick) Figuring out what is and isn’t historically important is a major consideration. Limited space puts additional pressure on that decision. Deciding what not to collect is as important as deciding what to collect. This should be codified in our...
	Q: How important is it to use the Ho-Chunk language and terms in signage and markers?
	A: (Bill Q.) Ho-Chunk is a very descriptive language (Ho-Chunk = people of the sacred language; Dejope = Four Lakes). Including Ho-Chunk names and language is important for both Ho-Chunk visitors (who would understand very easily what it means and be ...
	4. Walk the property at Lunney Lake Farm Park (2-3pm)
	The participants drove to the Lewis Nine Springs E-Way Trailhead/Boardwalk.
	History of the area: (Michael)
	Michael explained that this area was an EPA superfund site that is now a wildlife observation area. He explained that these areas store clean wastewater as appropriate.
	Major Questions:
	Q: (Danielle) The Capital Springs Recreation Area is a huge area. I would suggest that the group think about whether it will focus this interpretive effort on the entire property or a unit or units within.
	A: (Bill Q., Bill L., Chris) We’d like the focus to be the lake area at Lunney Lake Farm Park (currently part of the National Register property) and extend to the Lower Yahara River Trail. Pilot the project with this focus, get the process down, and t...
	 The current interpretive signs along the Lake Trail could potentially be a timeline like Ho-Chunk rope demonstration earlier in the day.
	Q: (Clare) Can you talk a little bit about the archaeological excavations at Lake Farm?
	A: (Danielle) The Lake Farm Archaeological District was identified during the initial 1976 surveys in advance of the initial Dane County E-Way development. Excavations were undertaken by Phil Salkin and Thomas Emerson (then graduate students at UW-Mad...
	 Chris will track down the details about the current National Register site boundaries as well as a LYRT project report.
	Q: (Bill L.) Thoughts about bringing others into this project?
	A: (Danielle) I think the project partners here today represent an excellent inner tier that will allow the process to progress. I recommend that a second tier of project partners should be carefully considered by the group (e.g., UW-Madison faculty, ...
	Q: (Danielle) Another consideration is how this group will make decisions.
	A: Unanimous/consensus.
	o Bill Q. I don’t see a problem with consensus and this group achieving that.
	o All agreed.
	o Bill Q. talked about what a constitutes an effective land acknowledgement:
	 1. Acknowledge that land was taken
	 2. Acknowledge the land was taken from Indigenous people
	 3. Verbalize your plans to make amends
	o (Bill Q.): It is important to speak from the heart when developing land acknowledgments.
	Q: (Danielle) Each project partner should also identify any potential constraints for the project.
	A: Bill Q.: Ho-Chunk has a 2-year timeline because of the 4-year tribal governance cycle.
	o Also important to let the “powers-at-be” know as early as possible about our work.
	 Danielle will draft talking points for project partner governing authorities.
	 Important to use consistent language (what, why, what’s deliverable); spend time developing a consistent message and talking points
	o Logistically -- the question of land management; the Park master plan governs the evolution of the park, and there is no overall board for approval, but each project partner is beholden to their internal governing authorities.
	o There was discussion about the development of a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with the Ho-Chunk Nation and Dane County Parks. The two drafted a MOA a few years ago and will try and track down that draft. We will revisit the MOA language at planning ...
	o Danielle encouraged the group to keep three things top of mind: (1) key concepts and stories the project partners wish to tell (2) how to tell and (3) for whom (the audience).
	Next, the participants left the Lewis Nine Springs E-Way Trailhead/Boardwalk and stopped at Shelter #1 in Lunney Lake Farm Park. They walked to the first interpretive sign along the Lake Farm Heritage Trail and discussed ideas for the project.
	Ideas for Project:
	 (Bill Q. & Group) This area is ancestrally sacred -- current signage inadequate.
	o REVISIT LATER (outside scope of this project): National Register site boundaries currently split up the traditional cultural landscape and should be consolidated. Check to see if the site boundaries extend to McDaniel Park.
	 Remove and replace signage; what can/should be communicated about this area?
	 (Bill Q.) Illustrate the lifestyle might have been
	o Traditional clothes, practices, etc.
	o Use Ho-Chunk artists to depict, need accurate depictions
	o (Susan & Danielle) Could scan QR codes at signage to hear Ho-Chunk stories, songs, etc.
	 Thing about WHO (audience) and WHAT (what stories), and WHY
	o WHAT: Viewscapes and soundscapes, a traditional cultural landscape
	 Important: water and land, the concept of biodiversity supporting culture
	 This is a marsh complex, create a visitor experience that reflects this unique place. Why here? Why now?
	 Physical observation (e.g., the constellations in open air shelter at Indian Park in Minneapolis) rather than just signage and writing.
	o WHY: (Bill Q.) Madison needs this; this is the center of the 4 lakes (Dejope) area. (Bill L.) Dane County and Madison are continually growing in population and importance.
	o Preservation is key. We have a challenge and an opportunity.
	The group returned to the Lussier Family Heritage Center to wrap up the discussion.
	5. Working Goals (3-3:30pm)
	Participants expressed general positive feelings towards the outcome of this meeting.
	Closing thoughts:
	 Let’s return to our three questions: what stories do we want to tell, how do we want to tell them, and for what audience?
	 Michael: “Experience-making”, full encompass the experience of hearing, seeing, being in the outdoor space throughout the seasons; (sensory, artistic projects), rather than just storytelling (e.g., signage)
	 Danielle: Active learning/participation instead of passive
	● Bill Q: The Ho-Chunk Nation is no longer as private about keeping stories and culture to themselves; now, they want to tell their stories. Important to incorporate these stories into the park and park programs.
	○ A picture is worth a thousand words (e.g., McCarthy Park)
	● Programming will be an important part of the visitor experience.
	Action Items:
	● Creating Google Drive for shared presentations, notes, images, etc. (Danielle)
	● Draft consistent language about the project to share with governing authorities (Danielle will draft, project partners will review and agree on final language)
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